
Intent

School and British Values
Passion for Learning✓
Striving for Excellence

Creativity✓
Loving others as we love ourselves

Right and Responsibilities✓
Wholeness

British Values
Democracy✓
The rule of law

Mutual respect✓
Tolerance of those of different

faiths and beliefs

Whole School Threads

Gender Equality
Environmental awareness✓

Community✓

Key people/events/concepts:   Cities and Counties of England, India, North America.

Aspect Skills Possible Teaching Activities
(see also - knowledge map

and planning)

Annual Pupil offer

Locational
knowledge ● Name and locate counties, countries and

cities of the UK, geographical regions and
their identifying human characteristics.
(Focus on Summertime topic.)

● On a world map locate the main countries in
Asia. Identify their main environmental
regions, key physical and human
characteristics, and major cities. (Focus on
India)

Look at place names from
Anglo Saxon times, locate on
map (History link)

Viking longship (raid/trade)
routes - along Rivers in UK,
Northern Europe& Canada
(History link)

Use world map/globe to
locate countries - with focus
on Europe / Scandinavia /
Indian subcontinent/ North
America
plus Elizabethan trade &
exploration route
(History link)

Use eight point compass in all
map work

Focus project on India - find
on a digital map including
main rivers and cities. Look at
natural energy use and
economic differences  in India
to UK.
Trade links (History link - East
India Co)
Text: Grandpa Chatterji
.

Name counties and major
cities of England through
learning about Cricket in
Summertime topic.

Hill End (Saxons and
Vikings) trip
(History link)

Whole school
biannual walk.

Church walk.

Place

knowledge ● Understand geographical similarities and
differences through comparing the human
and physical geography of a region of the UK
with a region of India.

Human and

Physical

● Types of settlements in Viking, Saxon Britain
linked to History.

● Human geography including economic
activity, trade links, and the distribution of
natural resources including energy, food,
minerals and water.

Geographic

al skills and

field work

● Use maps, atlases, globes and

digital/computer mapping to locate countries

and describe features studied.

● Learn the eight points of a compass.

● Identify key human and physical features of

an area.

Key Stage 2 pupils should be taught about:

Locational knowledge:

● locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the location of Russia) and North and

South America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries,

and major cities



● name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their identifying human and

physical characteristics, key topographical features (including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use

patterns; and understand how some of these aspects have changed over time

● identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern

Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and

time zones (including day and night)

Place knowledge

● understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a

region of the United Kingdom, a region in a European country, and a region within North or South America

Human and physical geography

● describe and understand physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers,

mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle

● describe and understand human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity

including trade links, and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water

Geographical skills and fieldwork

● use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied

● use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key (including the use of

Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world

● use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a

range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.


